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detour: caffé palladio jaipur
No trip to India is complete without a visit to the fabled 

Pink City. Need a moment between touring its forts and 

temples? Head to Caffé Palladio Jaipur, the frothy new restaurant 
from the creators of perennial favorite Bar Palladio Jaipur. 

Arab tagines meet Sicilian pasta on the hot spot’s inventive 

menu, and the fanciful building’s decor (conceived by Marie-

Anne Oudejans) is just as madly multicultural. Chinoiserie 

murals of palm trees and strutting fowl frame views of 18th-

century topiary gardens, while the palette percolates with 

peppy pinks, pale corals, tender blues, and spicy yellows. 

Small wonder it’s become the latest jewel in Jaipur’s crown. 

bar-palladio.com/caffe —MITCHELL OWENS

where to go next:

chandigarh, india
Le Corbusier’s mysterious metropolis 

now boasts luxury accommodations to 
match its modernist pedigree 

You know Chandigarh for its chairs—

those frequently photographed 

pieces by Pierre Jeanneret, whose 

cousin Le Corbusier conceived the 

planned city as an expression of 

India’s faith in the future. Dotted  

with tree-lined gardens and daring 

modernist buildings, the urban  

landscape maintains its mystique. 

“In two days it took hold of me,”  

says Parisian furniture dealer Eric 

Touchaleaume, among the first  

to bring back Jeanneret’s coveted 

furniture. “I’ve returned over 30 

times, and with every stay the feel-

ing has grown deeper.” If Chandigarh 

is blessed with architectural intrigue, 

it hasn’t always had much in the way 

of luxury hotels—until now. Set amid 

the Siswan Forest Range, just out-

side the city center, the new Oberoi 

Sukhvilas resort offers 60 colonial-

style villas, rooms, and tents—many 

with private pools—along with a  

spa, fine dining, and outdoor attrac-

tions. (Think pine-scented hikes 

through 8,000 acres of woodlands, 

strolls in the famed rock and rose 

gardens, and sunset boat rides 

along the silver Sukhna Lake.) For 

travelers looking to rest their eyes 

between chaotic Indian cities, 

Chandigarh now offers an especially 

refreshing break. —NOOR BRARA
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